CT angiography for pulmonary embolism in the emergency department: investigation of a protocol by 20 ml of high-concentration contrast medium.
To retrospectively compare semi-qualitative and quantitative CT pulmonary angiography (CTPAs) image metrics testing diagnostic performance between protocols performed by 20 or 40 ml of contrast medium (CM) in patients with suspected pulmonary embolism (PE). A total of 102 CTPAs performed by 20 ml (ultra-low volume: ULV) and 74 CTPAs performed by 40 ml (low volume: LV) protocol for the diagnosis of clinically suspected PE performed between October 2012 and September 2013 were retrieved. High-concentration CM (Iomeprol 400 mgI/ml) was injected at 3 ml/s (iodine delivery rate 1.2 mgI/s). Two radiologists (blinded and independent) semi-qualitatively scored vascular enhancement and image noise according to a five-point visual scoring system. Quantitative analysis was performed by regions of interest quantifying densitometric parameters, such as central and peripheral pulmonary arteries vascular contrast enhancement (CE, threshold for diagnostic CE ≥ 250 HU), and metrics for image noise. Continuous variables were compared by the Student's t test between groups if normally distributed while categorical variables were analyzed with the Chi-squared test. Interobserver agreement was calculated by the weighted kappa test; correlation coefficients were calculated using Pearson's correlation tests. The semi-qualitative scores for central and peripheral pulmonary arteries vascular CE were sufficient by ULV, yet inferior than LV (p < 0.001). Semi-qualitative image noise was comparable between ULV and LV, and the interobserver agreement was only fair for quality of peripheral vessels. Agreement on nondiagnostic semi-qualitative parameters was seen in 9/102 (8.8%) ULV CTPAs, in particular associated with massive PE (2/9), pleuro-pulmonary abnormalities (5/9) or without major abnormalities (2/9). Quantitative analysis showed that mean CE was lower in ULV group (p < 0.001), though greater than the diagnostic threshold of 250 HU in both groups. Diagnostic vascular CE (> 250 HU) was obtained in both 20 ml and 40 ml CTPAs. CTPA by 20 ml of CM rendered diagnostic CE for the assessment of pulmonary arteries in patients with clinical suspicion of acute PE. Decreased image quality was mostly associated with massive PE or concomitant pleuro-parenchymal abnormalities.